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Topics

• Digital I&C Systems

• NRC Efforts to Modernize our Regulatory Framework for Digital 
I&C Systems

• NRC’s Plan to Address CCF



I&C Systems

• Echelons of defense are fundamental design principles

• I&C systems are designed to withstand single failures
- Using independent, parallel channels or redundant divisions within a safety 

system 

• Redundancy can be compromised by a potential software CCF

• Resource sharing can contribute to a CCF and its potential effects

• Diversity has been used to minimize the potential for CCFs



Common Cause Failure

NUREG/CR-6268 defines CCF as:

• Two or more individual components fail, are degraded, or have 
deficiencies that would result in component failures; 

• Components fail within a selected period of time such that success 
of the mission would be uncertain; 

• Components fail because of a single shared cause and/or coupling 
mechanism; and 

• Components fail within the established component boundary 



Digital I&C Systems

• Use of digital devices (e.g., FPGA)

• Address analog system obsolescence 

• Provide flexibility and functionality

• Improve reliability/availability 

• Simplify maintenance

• Include fault tolerance, self-testing, signal validation, system 
diagnostics



Digital Systems - Challenges

• Regulatory treatment can be challenging because no two 
applications are identical

• Evaluation of potential software design errors, which could impact 
system operability and reliability (e.g., common cause failure), can 
be difficult

• Uncertainty inherent in the introduction of new technology can exist
• Provide sufficient protection against digital system vulnerabilities 

and possible adverse interactions (either malicious or 
non‐malicious)



NRC Efforts to Modernize our Regulatory Framework 
for Digital I&C Systems
• NRC staff is committed to enhancing our regulatory infrastructure to 

facilitate the use of digital I&C systems

• The IAP was created as an Agency priority to improve NRC’s 
regulatory process for digital I&C systems

• In 2018 addressed near-term challenges identified by external 
stakeholders

- Clarify common cause failure (CCF) expectations



Current NRC’s Position and Guidance on CCF

• NRC position on CCF is described in SRM-SECY-93-087
- Digital systems are susceptible to CCF 
- Identify means to address a resultant plant vulnerability and/or disabling a 

safety function
- Identify means to eliminate CCF from further consideration 

• BTP 7‐19 implements NRC’s position
- Guidance for performing diversity and defense-in-depth analyses to 

demonstrate that vulnerabilities to common cause failure are addressed



NRC’s Plan to Address Common Cause Failure

Self-evaluate NRC position on defense against CCF

Is the policy a barrier to implementing any proposed 
regulatory improvements?



Clarifying CCF Expectations

• NRC Evaluated:
- Policy in SRM-SECY-93-087
- Feedback from industry
- Lessons learned from regulatory reviews

• NRC Concluded:
- Current policy adequate and supports near-term improvements 
- Implementation has been inconsistent and, in specific cases, overly 

restrictive
- Need to define guiding principles to improve policy implementation

• SECY 18-0090:
- Documents staff evaluation, conclusions, and subsequent activities



SECY 18-0090 Guiding Principles

• Continue to address CCF due to software 

• Performance of a Diversity and Defense-in-Depth (D3) analysis 
(warranted for protection systems, graded for other safety systems)

• If CCF can disable a safety function, alternate means to accomplish 
that safety function are acceptable

• Use and justification for defensive measures can be commensurate 
with safety significance



CCF and RIS 2002-22, Supplement 1

• Issued in May 2018 to address digital modifications that are made 
without NRC approval

• Provide additional clarification on the key technical basis for 
concluding whether the likelihood of common cause failure is 
sufficiently low for lower safety significance I&C systems

- Clarification for the appropriate use of qualitative assessment
- Clarification for the use of a graded analysis and documentation in 

relationship to system safety significance



Update BTP 7-19

• Update will be consistent with SRM to SECY 93-087

• Update will also be consistent with SECY 18-0090

• Align with RIS 2002-22, Supplement 1  

• Address comments provided by stakeholders

• NRC staff’s lessons learned from regulatory reviews



Update BTP 7-19

• Clarify the level of a D3 analysis to be performed for safety systems
- Perform D3 analysis for safety and protection systems (i.e., RTS or ESFAS) 
- Define a graded approach commensurate with the safety significance of the 

system

• Describe methods to perform D3 analysis

• Identify alternative means to perform safety functions in case a CCF 
can disable the safety system

• Provide guidance for using defensive measures for eliminating CCF 
from further consideration



Conclusions

• The Commission's direction in SRM-SECY-93-087 addresses CCF 
in Dl&C systems and provides adequate flexibility for regulatory 
modernization activities that support near-term Dl&C implementation

• NRC staff will update its guidance to ensure consistent application of 
the NRC’s position on defense against CCF in current and future 
DI&C system designs



Questions



Acronyms

• BTP – Branch Technical Position

• CCF – Common Cause Failure

• D3 – Diversity and Defense-in-Depth

• DI&C – Digital Instrumentation and 
Control 

• ESFAS – Engineered Safety Features 
Actuation System

• FPGA – Field Programmable Gate Array

• IAP – Integrated Action Plan

• I&C – Instrumentation and Control

• NPP – Nuclear Power Plants

• NRC – Nuclear Regulatory Commission

• RIS – Regulatory Issue Summary

• RTS – Reactor Trip System


